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Mercury black max 150 review
Enter your email address to receive the latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury. No thanks. Continue to MercuryMarine.com Clean Used 1993 Mercury Black Max 175 HP V6 Carbureted 2 Stroke 20" (Long Shaft) Outboard Motor. Model number: 175L. Serial number: 0D270344. Weight - 395 lbs. 120-125 psi
compression on all 6 cylinders. Oil Injected. New Impeller. Repainted with New Decals. Fully Inspected. Works Good. Electric Start. Power Tilt/Trim. Motor has been inspected and ready to mount and run. Freight Shipping available from Scottsville, KY. For a freight quote, please email at obparts@gmail.com and provide
the following information: Zip code Commercial (with a loading dock) or residential delivery (residential delivery will cost more) Liftgate service on truck required or not (liftgate service will cost more) Propeller, Battery, Fuel Tank and Line, Controls and the Stand are Not Included. We do accept trade in motors for local
pickup. Please provide photos and details of your trade-in along with any questions to obparts@gmail.com. Didn't find the Outboard Motor you needed? We have many additional motors in our warehouse. Please contact us directly to let us do a custom search for the motor you need. Fill Out The Form Below: Product
Videos Custom Field Mercury Marine, founded in 1939, introduced the Lightning 10 hp outboard in 1947. The small outboard offered the most horsepower per pound and per dollar in the industry. Although Mercury Marine introduced its first outboards in 1939, it wasn’t long before the company also dominated the
sterndrive market. That side-by-side development gave Mercury expanded capabilities. Bathing beauties promoted the Mercury Lightning in 1947. The 1950s Mercury’s Mark 75 outboard — the Tower of Power — became the industry’s first six-cylinder engine, delivering 60 hp, in 1956. After its first six-cylinder outboard
debuted in 1956 (an in-line-six known fondly as the Tower of Power), Mercury followed in 1975 with one of the first V-6 outboards: the 2L 175 hp Black Max Merc 1750, which company founder Carl Kiekhaefer called “the meanest, toughest, most beautiful machine we’ve ever built.” 1975 The Mercury Black Max In 1975,
Mercury (175 hp) and OMC (200 hp) debut the first V-6 outboards. Mercury’s is nicknamed the “Black Max.” In 1975, Mercury (175 hp) and OMC (200 hp) debut the first V-6 outboards. Mercury’s is nicknamed the “Black Max.” The Black Max used power porting, a piston design that provided an additional source of fuel
and air that increased horsepower without additional new parts. 1996 Direct Fuel Injection Mercury (Orbital DFI), pictured, and OMC (Ficht) brought direct fuel injection to market in 1996. A two-stroke technology, DFI injects fuel directly into the cylinder. Mercury delivered the first recreational electronic fuel injection in
1987 in its V-6 220 XRi. EFI also ushered in the first electronic-control modules — essentially a computer brain — to outboards. In 1996, Mercury continued its two-stroke evolution with the direct-injection OptiMax. The DFI technology helped Mercury meet the new EPA emissions requirements. OptiMax featured a unique
air-assist injection system that employed an air compressor and a lower-pressure fuel injector rather than a high-pressure liquid pump. 2004 Supercharged Mercury Verados In 2004, Mercury introduced its first supercharged FourStroke Verado lineup with Digital Throttle and Shift. Optis mixed compressed air with fuel,
blasting it into the combustion chamber. The fine fuel atomisation achieved with that system allows OptiMax engines to burn diesel and jet fuel as well as gasoline. As conventional two-strokes began to raise emissions red flags at the EPA in the 1990s, companies such as Honda and Yamaha rolled out 100-plushorsepower four-strokes (1998). Mercury introduced its Verado platform in 2004 with a complete line of higher-horsepower, supercharged four-stroke outboards designed to target the two-stroke market with equivalent power and torque features. Mercury Outboard Tech Advances Mercury’s Verado lineup spans 175 to
400 hp. Supercharging allows Mercury to reduce the displacement (2.6L for Verado 200 to 400 hp) and therefore the weight of the outboard. In the past decade, Mercury has completed its full four-stroke product line all the way up to the Racing 400 Verado. In addition, Foulkes notes that larger Verados, which use inline-six powerheads, are narrow engines that fit on 26-inch centers. That allows large-center-console builders to pile as many as five outboards on a transom. Along the way, Mercury has also developed several new materials such as its proprietary anticorrosive alloys as well as some unique systems like Advance
Midsection (AMS) on Verados. AMS reduces the transmission of engine vibration to the boat by cradling the engine around its midsection. 2013 Digital Details In 2013, Mercury Marine introduced its Joystick Piloting for outboards. New digital technologies help drive these kinds of specialty customisations, with an eye
toward making boat ownership as simple as possible. In 2013, Mercury Marine introduced its Joystick Piloting for outboards. New digital technologies help drive these kinds of specialty customisations, with an eye toward making boat ownership as simple as possible. Mercury has also instituted Joystick Piloting, Active
Trim, Vessel View (now with digital gauge display as well as sonar and chart plotting) and a new steering helm using Magneto Realogic Fluid, which contains suspended particles that provide greater resistance with electrical current. Boaters can effectively set their own resistance and suspension, like stiffening the
shocks on a car. Future for Outboards As we’ve seen in the past five or six years, outboard customisation has outpaced technological changes within the engines themselves. Joystick steering, digital integration of gauges with boats’ systems and marine electronics, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi controllers, multicolour cowlings,
purpose-built propellers, auto-trim systems — all have delivered fingertip control and immediate feedback to boaters. Mercury expects customisation to continue, and they are always pushing for improved fuel economy. Alternative fuels are still a big question mark, and ethanol issues persist. Research is underway to find
better protection for outboards and fuel systems from higher levels of ethanol, but as yet it is all behind closed doors. Mercury strive to make boating as easy and fun as humanly possible. Mercury Outboards designers are certainly doing their part. 1989 mercury 150 black max review. mercury black max 200 review.
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